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Productive forces, the passions and natural philosophy: Karl 
Marx, 1841–1846
Erik van Ree

Department of European Studies, University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
This article explores the emergence of Karl Marx’s concept of history 
over the period 1841 to 1846. Whereas in Marx’s view the productive 
forces shaped human history, it is argued in this article that Marx 
believed the productive forces in their turn were fuelled by psycho-
logical drives; in effect, Marx made the passions the deepest motive 
force of history. ‘Historical materialism’ as it crystallized in those early 
years was a theory of materialized subjectivity. Marx’s comments on 
various Antique and Modern philosophies of nature evince that he 
discerned important parallels between the developmental processes 
of human history and of nature. If Marx traced the dynamism of the 
productive forces to the human passions, he was adhering to an 
essentially Romanticist ontology of self-creative, impassioned nature.

This article explores the emergence of Karl Marx’s concept of history over the period 
1841 to 1846, the years when he moved from Young Hegelianism to the new theory of 
history Friedrich Engels later dubbed ‘historical materialism’.1 It aspires to contribute to 
our understanding of this complex problematic by zooming in on the very short period of 
time when Marx first formulated his ideas. In a further limitation, I will sidestep the 
problem of Marx’s intellectual relationship with Engels, by exclusively concerning myself 
with the former.

The main point I will be concerned with is the conclusion Marx reached in the mid- 
1840s to the effect that humanity’s non-economic pursuits, and human history in general, 
are mainly conditioned by the development of the ‘productive forces’. This idea that, for 
Marx, productive force came to represent the fundamental determinant of human history 
is not per se wrong, but it is fundamentally inadequate.

Marx surely worked on the assumption that the world is structured as a material 
productive force, and that it is from the workings of this force that social consciousness 
emerges. But he also believed that society’s productive substratum is fuelled and brought 
to productivity and life by passionate drives inhering in it. He regarded productive forces 
as material articulations of the human passions; to him, humanity represented an 
impassioned productive force. In arguing that productive force was empowered by the 
human will and by humanity’s life-enhancing passions, he in effect cast the passions as 
the deepest motive force of human history.
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There is a powerful intuition in the literature that something is inherently problematic 
about the idea of the primacy of the productive forces and that Marx must have realized 
that. What would have provided productive force with its irresistible momentum? What 
makes the productive forces move and develop? Cornelius Castoriadis observes that one 
cannot just endow technology with an ‘autonomous evolution’; it is always people that 
create its dynamic.2 We are thus referred back to the human subject.

The question of what Marx believed to provide the impulse behind the irresistible 
dynamic of the productive forces has been answered in different ways in the literature. 
Louis Althusser traced an ‘underground current’ of ‘aleatory materialism’ from the 
antique philosopher, Epicurus, to Machiavelli and others. Even though Marx’s commit-
ment to it lacked firmness, Althusser believed he participated in this current. Given the 
significance of Epicurus in the early stages of Marx’s thinking this is an intriguing 
suggestion. However, I can see very little in Marx’s work to suggest that he would have 
shared Althusser’s reading of the history-creating subject as the fruit of an essentially 
contingent process.3

A much stronger case for a subjectivist reading of Marx’s productivism was, ironically, 
presented by an author who was known for his insistence that Marx was a pure technicist. 
G.A. Cohen suggested that, with Marx, the source of the development of the productive 
forces was human rationality, the growth of technical knowledge, and thus ‘subjective’.4

Recently, Michael Quante has provided yet another powerful subjectivist reading of 
Marx. Quante argues that the primacy of labour in Marx’s work remained underpinned 
by a subjective factor; with Marx, humanity collectively represented an extension and the 
apex of Nature, which Marx, again, regarded as a self-developing process possessing the 
‘status of a subject’. More concretely, Quante argues that people objectify themselves in 
material products because, in a Hegelian motive, they hope to gain increased self- 
knowledge at the hand of their own products. The production process is thus fuelled 
by humanity’s purposive drive for self-knowledge.5

Other authors have sought to answer the question in less Hegelian and more 
Romanticist directions. Robert Tucker and Andrew Chitty point to Marx’s tendency to 
ground the productive forces in humanity’s life process in a terminology with obvious 
Romanticist connotations. They trace Marx’s conceptualization of human society in 
terms of ‘life forces’, which he later translated into ‘productive forces’.6

Alvin Gouldner directly points to human creativity as the urge behind Marx’s pro-
ductive forces. ‘Marx’s paean to productivity is the “scientific” sublimation of the early 
nineteenth-century romantic adulation of Promethean “creativity.”’ It is only that, 
whereas the Romanticist counterposed ‘living creativity to “dead” mechanization’, for 
Marx creativity was embodied precisely in modern, mechanized production.7

The Marxist scholar, Antonio Negri, places Marx in the Spinozist tradition to reach 
very similar conclusions. In Negri’s reading, the 17th-century Dutch philosopher cast 
humanity as an active productive force driven by the will and the passions and by the 
desire to appropriate its environment.8 In this reading of Spinoza, productive-force 
determinism emerges from the subjective factor of human passion. Significantly, Negri 
suggests that Marx’s idea of ‘living labour’ as the motor of production and innovation 
reflected this Spinozan passionate, productive self-activity.9

Marx’s thinking was of course never monolithic. It would be better to say that it 
represented a patchwork of various strands. But, overall, I will argue in what follows that 
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he envisioned humankind more as a passionate force of self-creation and self- 
enhancement than as the Hegelian seeker of knowledge and self-understanding, or, for 
that matter, as a Fichtean activist.

The assumption of the primacy of the passions runs like a red thread through Marx’s 
writings in the years 1841 to 1846. The terminology in which he expressed his ‘passionate’ 
interpretation of productivity was subject to significant changes, but he never fundamen-
tally changed his mind. Given the profound political and philosophical changes his think-
ing underwent, this constancy is quite surprising. When he was writing his dissertation, 
Marx was a Young Hegelian with a particular attachment to Bruno Bauer. Subsequently, he 
shifted his allegiance more to Ludwig Feuerbach, finally to abandon the radical-democratic 
party altogether to convert to communism. I will use the method of close textual analysis to 
demonstrate that, despite Marx’s changing philosophical and political allegiances, the same 
core assumptions remained in place through the years 1841 to 1846.

Romanticism

The second, closely related point I will be making in this article is that, if Marx traced the 
dynamism of the productive forces to the human passions, while casting the human 
species in terms of dynamic, self-determining creative energy, he was elaborating on an 
essentially Romanticist ontology and philosophy of nature. Marx’s Romanticist procliv-
ities are evinced most strikingly in his comments on various philosophies of nature, to be 
found in his 1841 dissertation as well as in other places. These comments are an 
important source base of the present research.

It has been asserted that natural philosophy was of little concern to Marx and that he 
did not care for speculating about natural laws.10 True, Marx never systematically worked 
out a philosophy of nature of his own, not even in bare outlines. But his interest in the 
subject is sufficiently attested by the fact that he chose the Democritan and Epicurean 
philosophies of nature as the subject of his dissertation.

The many references in his dissertation and other writings suggest that natural 
philosophy mainly interested Marx because of the important parallels between the 
developmental processes of human history and those to be discovered in nature. 
Marx was especially sympathetic to those natural philosophers who regarded nature 
as self-creative; as he saw it, atoms and matter were at once productive of conscious-
ness and structural complexity, and the embodiment of deep-seated living passions. 
In a close parallel, Marx cast the human productive forces as the creative driving 
force of human history and as the instrument of the human passions, i.e. of the 
desire to consolidate, beautify and expand human life. In several philosophies of 
nature with which he familiarized himself, Marx found confirmation of this intuition 
that the passions represented the most deep-seated motive force of human history.

I believe the implications of Marx’s comments on nature and matter for his reading of 
human society have not been sufficiently appreciated. This is probably because we tend to 
associate an interest in the natural sciences and a concomitant tendency to determinism 
more with Engels than with Marx. On the contrary, my point here is that Marx did have 
a strong interest in the dynamics of nature and matter, but that, ironically, that interest 
turned him away from determinism and helped him to establish a philosophical basis for 
the primacy of the human passions.
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Romanticism and Young Hegelianism

Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Friedrich Schlegel, Novalis, Friedrich Schleiermacher and other 
German Romanticist philosophers, writers and poets of the late 18th and early 19th 
centuries imagined nature as an active, self-creative and self-organizing living force that 
is for ever in a state of becoming and that is held together by the divine cosmic spirit. The 
Romanticist philosophy of nature has been interpreted as a dynamic reinterpretation of 
Spinoza’s substance.11

There is no consensus about the significance of Marx’s debt to Romanticism, but the fact 
that he was indebted to that tradition at all has been widely acknowledged in the literature. 
The young man’s restless, rebellious, combative mentality and his ‘ironic’ rejection of the 
existing world have been interpreted as a Romanticist frame of mind.12 Obviously, Marx’s 
ideal of the restoration of unalienated humanity owed something to the German Romantic 
tradition.13 Romanticism has also been referred to as one of the possible sources of Marx’s 
attachment to Sinnlichkeit or sensuousness.14

Marx began his studies at Bonn University in 1835, only to relocate to Berlin University 
the next year. His studies would have familiarized him with the Romantic philosophy. Bonn 
University was one of Romanticism’s bastions. Marx attended the lectures of a major figure 
of the movement, literary critic and philosopher of art and language, August Wilhelm von 
Schlegel. In Berlin Marx followed classes of Henrik Steffens, pupil of the great Romanticist 
philosopher, Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph Schelling.15 Marx knew by heart and deeply 
admired the poets Goethe and Heinrich Heine.16

Regardless of how strong his initial sympathies might have been, it did not take long for 
Marx to begin to turn away from Romanticism, which had been a progressive tendency at the 
turn of the century but under Schelling’s and other hands acquired a reactionary theological 
orientation. He informed his father in November 1937 that, while in Berlin, he had drifted to 
the more exciting company of a ‘Doctors’ Club’ of young Hegel followers.17 It was the core 
business of the Young Hegelians to critique Romanticist thought.18

The Young Hegelian ‘party’ emerged roughly after 1839. Hegel had passed away in 1831. 
As the Prussian state entrenched itself in conservatism, some of his young followers assumed 
an ever more critical stance towards established religion and the existing political order, 
defending democratic republicanism as they did in an often abstruse philosophical jargon.

Marx participated in the Young Hegelian search for a definition of the human subject as 
a spiritual but non-transcendent world-shaping force.19 The first Young Hegelian to make 
his mark among a wider public was David Friedrich Strauss, who argued in his iconoclastic 
1835 Life of Jesus that the divine had not been incarnated exclusively in a single man, but on 
the contrary in humanity collectively.20 In his 1841 Essence of Christianity, Ludwig 
Feuerbach rejected the whole idea of a transcendental god, whom he downgraded as the 
projection of humanity’s own divine essence.21 Again, Bruno Bauer translated Hegel’s 
transcendent Geist into the critical human self-consciousness combating established reli-
gion and archaic political establishments.22

World of atoms

When Marx was writing his dissertation about the Epicurean and Democritan philoso-
phies of nature he was still on very good terms with Bauer. The dissertation was accepted 
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by the University of Jena in 1841.23 The fact alone that he chose this subject may have 
testified to a wish to create a distance between himself and Romanticism: Epicurus was 
‘the philosopher most hated by Romanticists’. In him they saw the source of the modern 
mechanistic materialism detested by them.24 Yet, the drift of Marx’s argument was 
precisely to show that Epicurus had not been a mechanicist.

The dissertation’s focus on self-consciousness testifies to Marx’s closeness to Bauer.25 

But the Bauerian celebration of the human subject also served Marx well in accommo-
dating his Romanticist Prometheanism. The dissertation defined ‘human self- 
consciousness’ as the ‘supreme deity’, while at the same time identifying the god-hating 
rebel Prometheus as its pre-eminent mythological representative.26

Roberto Finelli convincingly argues that Marx’s preference for Epicurus betrayed his 
continuing Hegelian inspiration. Whereas, according to Marx, Democritus regarded the 
atom merely as a material object of empirical research, Epicurus understood it primarily 
as a concept whose material and ideal stages of development could be deduced philoso-
phically and dialectically.27

Marx accused Democritus of seeing only the ‘material side’ of ‘blind necessity’ while 
failing to recognize the ‘ideal’ side of ‘movement as self-determination’.28 This allowed 
Marx to make a case for human liberty: in his eyes, in avoiding Democritan determinism, 
Epicurus made room for freedom and the autonomous human self.

Marx regarded the atom as an ideal point, which, as it moves, dialectically negates 
itself to become a straight line representing the material world. Marx was particularly 
fascinated by the next following negation, i.e. by the Epicurean idea that atoms display 
a swerve or declination, a tendency to trace a skewed path deviating from the straight line 
of mere falling. By following its own, deviating path, the atom becomes an ideal entity 
liberated from its only relative, purely material existence.29 As Marx expressed it in his 
notebooks, the atom comes to real, i.e. ideal existence in a process of abstraction, which 
he imagined as a ‘collision’ with the ‘concrete world’, i.e. with ‘the living, the spiritual 
[Seelenhafte], the organic’.30

If the straight line represented the atom’s merely material existence, Marx saw the 
process of deviation as the atom’s act of self-confirmation.31 In declining from its straight 
path, the atom embarks on a ‘self-centred [selbstische]’ movement.32 Through the 
declination, the atom liberates itself from the ‘bonds of fate’; the declination represents 
the atom’s ‘real soul’.33 Thus, an atomic self-consciousness of sorts is seen to be emerging 
from the merely material background.

Marx made the swerve responsible not only for the origination of the atoms’ ‘soul’ but 
also for the structures they form. Quoting and paraphrasing the Roman Epicurean 
Lucretius, he referred to the emergence of ‘combinations of atoms [Bildungen aus den 
Atomen]’ in the tense, tumultuous process of the atoms’ ‘repulsion and attraction’. The 
atoms forge themselves in the ‘workshops and smithies of the world’ that they really 
are.34 Once again following Lucretius, he noted that it was only the atoms’ tendency to 
decline from their paths that make it possible for them not only to clash but also to 
‘assemble [sich treffen]’. Without the force of repulsion the atoms would never meet but 
would always continue to fall in parallel, but the process of declination and repulsion 
changes ‘the whole inner structure [Konstruktion] of the atomic empire’ and really 
creates the world.35 Thus, Marx conjured up complex structures emerging from the 
primitive material background in a self-productive process.
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To my knowledge, it has not been pointed out in the literature that Marx’s interpreta-
tion of the emergence of structures closely resembled Schelling’s. In his 1798 work, On 
the World Soul, the latter had argued for the existence of an original force moving in 
a straight line, which however is confronted with an opposite force of attraction that 
causes it to deviate from the straight line and circle back to itself. According to Schelling, 
that is how matter comes to organize itself.36

In Marx’s Epicurean scheme, the atom’s self-consciousness or ‘soul’ was a derived 
phenomenon, a product of its separation from a pre-existing material background 
represented by a straight line. Likewise, structures emerge from underlying atomic forces, 
cast by Marx as active and productive (‘workshops and smithies’). This may have been 
the first occasion for him to suggest very tentatively that spirit and structural complexity 
are generated by underlying material forces that are seen to be productive.

However, all this begs the question of what makes the atom swerve in the first 
place. In Marx’s dialectical scheme, the atom’s declination from the straight line is 
a philosophical deduction, a step in the deployment and realization of the concept 
of the atom. But it is also at this point that we recognize the degree to which Marx 
remained under the spell of Romanticist readings of nature. In exploring what lies at 
the basis of the swerve, Marx suggested that atoms are driven to their erratic 
behaviour by deep-lying passionate forces: the atom contains ‘something in its 
breast that can fight back and resist’, and it is that which manifests itself in its 
askew path.37 He also referred to an ‘energetical principle’ inhering in nature.38 

Following Lucretius, Marx referred to a ‘power [potestas]’ representing the element 
of ‘the defiance, the obstinacy of the atom’.39 He also copied out Lucretius’s 
conceptualization of the world of atoms as ‘life forces [vitalia rerum]’.40

Marx thus cast atoms in terms of living, productive and impassioned forces. The 
atom’s soul remained a derived phenomenon insofar as it emerged from these forces. But 
it would be closer to Marx’s intention to say that soul is inherent in that material world, 
that it is always already there: it is the restless passion that makes it unavoidable for the 
atom to decline from its straight path, and through which process passion eventually 
turns into self-consciousness.

Whereas Marx surely followed Hegelian dialectics and made the Bauerian notion of 
self-consciousness the focus of his dissertation, his notions of the world as an impas-
sioned force reflected his continued Romanticist inclinations.

The dissertation furthermore testifies to Marx’s instinct that the processes playing 
themselves out at the atomic level had their parallels in the human realm. Following 
Epicurus, he discerned an intriguing parallel between the emergence of atomic and 
individual human self-consciousness: quite like the atom’s self-centredness emerging in 
the process of the atom’s separation from the straight line, so he believed human self- 
consciousness emerges when the individual crushes within himself ‘his relative existence, 
the power of desire and of mere nature’. Marx concluded: ‘Repulsion is the first form of 
self-consciousness’.41 In a striking formula, Epicurean ‘atomistics’ represented ‘the natural 
science of self-consciousness’.42 Finally, Marx also believed that friendships between 
human beings and the political ‘contract [Vertrag]’ result from underlying forces of 
repulsion.43 These formulations may represent the very first inklings of what later 
became historical materialism.
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Living forces and natural ground

In the years 1841–1843, the Young Hegelian Karl Marx remained preoccupied with 
liberal issues such as freedom of speech and democratization. In the Bauerian spirit, he 
demanded that state constitutions conform to the achievements of the critical spirit; but 
in his 1843 Critique of Hegel’s Philosophy of Right he identified that critical spirit, in 
a Feuerbachian turn, with the ‘real person [Menschen]’.44

Marx’s point was that the state must not only be made to conform to the demands of the 
critical spirit but also be made to represent society’s real, underlying vital forces. In his 
dissertation, he had suggested that the state, which he conceptualized as a force of reason, 
must conform to the ‘living powers [lebendigen Mächten]’.45 In July 1842 he compared the 
state to a ‘great organism’, with philosophy as its ‘living soul’ and which was to be fed by the 
precious ‘juices’ of the people.46 In August he identified the ‘new spirit’ with the ‘new life’s 
feeling of its own identity [Selbstgefühl]’.47 In November he repeated once again that the law 
must reflect the ‘practical life powers [Lebensmächte]’.48 The next month he compared the 
state to a ‘living organism’, that was ‘animated [begeistet] by one and the same life’.49 A true 
state would be a ‘natural-spiritual domain [natürlicher Geisterreich]’.50 It would have to 
represent the ‘self-assured vitality [Lebendigkeit] of the supreme force’, to which Marx 
referred either as the ‘spiritual powers’ or as the ‘natural powers’.51 Thus, Marx now began 
to conceptualize society’s infrastructure as a compound of vital forces, shot through with 
and animated by a wilful, self-assured soul.

Marx’s thinking once again resonated with some of Schelling’s work. There is 
a respectable tradition pointing to the latter’s possible contributions to Marx. In parti-
cular, Schelling’s critique of Hegel’s deduction of reality from thought would have 
contributed to Marx’s turn to historical materialism.52 Marx indicated in the 
10 November 1837 letter to his father that he had been studying the ‘natural science, 
Schelling, history’.53 But it is notoriously hard to make the point of possible Schellingian 
contributions to Marx stick empirically. Norman Levine insists that Marx never acknowl-
edged any debt to Schelling, that he paid very little attention to him in his writings, and 
that on the sporadic occasions that he did it was in the negative.54

Even so, the parallels between Marx’s and Schelling’s conceptualizations are too 
striking to ignore. On 3 October 1843, the former addressed a letter to Feuerbach, 
praising him as philosophical representative of the supreme powers of ‘nature and 
history’ and for resurrecting the ‘earnest ideas of Schelling’s youth’. Marx congratulated 
Feuerbach for following the example of the young Schelling, who had discarded ‘trans-
cendental idealism’ in favour of ‘realism’ and a ‘philosophy of the world’, while replacing 
‘abstract thought’ with ‘thoughts of flesh and blood’.

Marx commented very negatively on the ‘windbag’ Schelling of 1843, but in placing 
the young Schelling in line with Feuerbach, who at the time was the philosopher to which 
Marx felt the closest, he was paying Schelling in his earlier incarnation the highest 
possible compliment.55 With a high degree of probability, Marx was referring to passages 
in Schelling’s last published, 1809 book, Philosophical Investigations into the Essence of 
Human Freedom, in which the philosopher had warned that idealism was in danger of 
remaining an empty abstraction. Too often, European philosophy overlooked what 
Schelling referred to as the ‘basis of a living realism’, the ‘living force’ of nature, the 
‘living basis [Grunde]’, or the ‘living foundation [Fundament]’ of ‘flesh and blood’.56
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Schelling defined ‘nature’ as the world’s ‘dark ground’. The force of darkness in nature 
is gravity, from which light emerges.57 The philosopher furthermore observed a close 
parallel with the origination of the human spirit from the ‘dark ground’ of unconscious-
ness. He conceptualized this process in three stages. A blind ‘desire’ to give birth to itself 
was the first to emerge from the dark. From desire emerges the only dimly aware human 
‘will’, which Schelling cast as a ‘tie of living forces’. Finally, from the will, the ‘light’ of the 
intellect goes forth.58 Thus, Schelling identified living forces as the natural foundation of 
the spirit, while at the same time defining these forces themselves as animated by more 
primitive spiritual phenomena such as desire and the will.

Various passages in Marx’s dissertation seem directly to refer to Schelling’s 1809 work. 
The comment that individual self-consciousness emerges by crushing natural desire, 
quoted earlier, had distinctive Schellingian overtones. Schelling was even more obviously 
present in the passages where Marx made the spirit arise as ‘will’ out of the ‘empire of the 
shadows’, while conceptualizing the philosophical intellect as an energetical ‘drive 
[Trieb]’ and ‘inner light’.59 In early 1842 Marx once again defined the spirit as the highest 
reflection of nature’s diversity and as a ‘light’.60

In another fascinating passage in his 1843 critique of Hegel’s philosophy of right, Marx 
accused Hegel of treating the family and civil society as passive forces compared to the state, 
as if, in Marx’s Schellingian terminology, they were ‘the dark natural ground from which the 
light of the state is being kindled’. On the contrary, Marx insisted that family and civil society 
must be grasped as active living forces, – and here he was again following Schellingian 
terminology – as ‘real spiritual forms [Existenzen] of the will’.61 Again, in August 1844 he 
called the system of private property the ‘natural foundation [Naturfundament]’ of the 
modern state.62 All the time, then, Marx seemed to refer to a natural basis of society that 
was at one and the same time articulating the will and spawning the light of consciousness.

That Marx failed to acknowledge the closeness of his thinking to Schelling’s makes 
considerable sense. The latter’s 1809 work marked the moment when that author was 
beginning to turn to conservatism, a move Marx thoroughly despised. It would have 
represented a major problem for him that Schelling gave God an essential role in the 
emergence of the intellect. Moreover, Schelling identified the dark ground of nature not 
only as a creative but also as a negative principle that was always threatening to over-
whelm the light. He regarded the human will and desire as dangerous forces to be curbed 
and restrained.63 Even though, as we saw, Marx himself suggested at one point that desire 
was a force to be crushed, as a revolutionary he would have been dissatisfied with 
Schelling’s presentation of the passions in this negative light.

Sensuous person

In the course of the early 1840s, an awareness grew among the Young Hegelian milieu 
that Bauer’s philosophy of the spirit took insufficient account of real life. When Friedrich 
Wilhelm IV ascended the Prussian throne in 1840, he relaxed censorship restrictions, but 
in late 1842 he tightened the reins again.64 The new enforcement of censorship under-
mined Bauer’s philosophy of the critical spirit as a potentially effective strategy. Without 
an open press, it became progressively less likely that reform could be achieved through 
critical press campaigns. The idea that a narrow scholarly elite might be able to trigger 
political reform rapidly lost credibility.65
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Feuerbach was the main Young Hegelian to take issue with the Hegelian assumptions 
underlying Bauer’s work. In his 1841 Essence of Christianity, he redefined the spirit as an 
attribute of real, living people, while distinguishing three animating ‘forces’ or ‘powers’ 
within the human spirit – not only reason but also the will and the heart.66 Feuerbach 
grounded the spirit in a ‘living realism’, which he associated with the ‘sensuous impulses 
[sinnlichen Triebe]’ and with the body: ‘the body is nothing without flesh and blood; flesh 
and blood is life; and life alone is the reality of the body.’67

Feuerbach however never completed the shift from the intellect to the passions. He 
cast the senses as essentially passive elements – not as a dynamic impulse or force 
motivating history. In his 1843 essay, Preliminary Theses on the Reform of Philosophy, 
he described his own philosophy as a synthesis of Hegel and Schelling. While identifying 
Hegel with the ‘head’, thought, the spirit, he derived the principles of the ‘heart’, ‘passion’ 
and the ‘principle of life’ from Schelling. Feuerbach associated the passions with the 
capacity for suffering, receptivity and ‘intuition [Anschauung]’. The head, not the pas-
sions, remained for him the faculty that allowed humanity to put its mark on material 
reality. Most succinctly, Feuerbach cast the head as ‘the source of activity’ and the heart as 
the ‘passive principle’.68

When in early 1843 the Young Hegelians began to divide their sympathies between 
Bauer and Feuerbach, Marx and Engels sided with the latter.69 Marx was sufficiently 
impressed by Feuerbach’s 1843 essay to fall in line with him and cast the human passions 
as an essentially passive element.

In the introduction to the Critique of Hegel’s Philosophy of Right, written late 1843 to 
January 1844, Marx pointed to philosophy as the initiator of the revolution, which 
however could not do without what he called a ‘passive element’.70 He identified that 
passive element as the living people with their needs, the proletariat, the ‘naive popular 
soil’ that needed to be struck by the ‘thunderbolt of thought’ to be set into motion.71 The 
term ‘soil’ suggests that the living people in Marx’s eyes represented society’s real basis. 
He referred to society’s ‘material basis’ in so many words.72 But he followed Feuerbach in 
casting the passions animating that material basis as essentially passive forces.

Active productive force

In October 1843 Marx went to Paris to establish a new French-German journal. This co- 
production with his friend Arnold Ruge was no success – only one issue of the Deutsch- 
Französische Jahrbücher ever came out. But Marx remained in the French capital until 
February 1845. He became a communist in Paris and it is in that city that he befriended 
Engels in the late summer of 1844.

In the preface to his Economic-Philosophical Manuscripts, written between April and 
August 1844, Marx acknowledged his important debt to Feuerbach.73 But the 
Feuerbachian conceptualization of the sensuous living human being as essentially passive 
could no longer satisfy him. He reframed humanity as an ‘active natural being’.74

Marx set to work to reinterpret the subject in terms of productive activity. He now 
began to refer to humanity as a ‘productive force’ engaged in a labour process.75 This 
does not mean, though, that he ceased to imagine humanity in terms of a life process. 
Quite the contrary, he directly deduced productive activity from the condition that 
human beings are biological entities and particles of nature. It is because people are 
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living natural beings that have to maintain themselves that they must produce in the first 
place. Marx cast production as a function of life; in his own words, production represents 
‘life engendering life’ or the ‘activity of life [Lebenstätigkeit]’.76 Briefly, production is what 
life does to sustain itself.

Marx believed that people concretely feel the urge to produce because they possess 
certain faculties, which he called the ‘essential forces [Wesenskräften]’ and which are 
common to us all.77 He referred to these faculties as humanity’s ‘essential productive 
forces [produktiven Wesenskräfte]’.78 Again, he continued to use the terms ‘natural forces’ 
and ‘life forces’ to refer to humanity’s active faculties.79

The essential forces defined the human individual as a decentred, innerly fragmented 
ensemble. Marx believed that ‘in each of [a person’s] essential forces inheres the quality of 
self-centredness [Selbstigkeit].’80 He furthermore identified the essential forces with the 
individual’s ‘organs’ or ‘senses’. In addition to sight, hearing, and so on, the ‘senses’ 
comprised the Feuerbachian triad of thought, the will, and the heart.81

In Marx’s eyes, the essential forces or senses function as Triebe.82 People are motivated to 
engage in production by these drives, instincts, or impulses. In Marx’s blunt words, ‘industry’ 
is the ‘opened book of the human essential forces, the human psychology turned into sensuous 
reality [sinnlich vorliegende]’.83 This passage is extraordinarily important, as it indicates that 
even when Marx was beginning to conceptualize humanity in terms of productive forces he 
stuck to the idea that productive activity was fuelled by psychological drives.

Marx never completely discarded the Hegelian-Bauerian heritage. He never stopped 
seeing the essential force of self-consciousness or thought as one of humanity’s active 
motive forces. Self-consciousness remained the one essential force to distinguish humans 
most sharply from animals.84 He furthermore accepted a significant role for the natural 
sciences and the intellect in boosting production.85 But the sensuous passions, too, were 
now upgraded to active essential forces. Marx defined ‘passion [Leidenschaft]’ straight-
forwardly as ‘activity’ and as the ‘sensuous eruption’ of the human ‘essence’.86

What is more, Marx identified the passions as the essential force most directly engaged 
in fuelling the productive effort. In his eyes, people are ‘suffering’ beings, for they lack that 
which they vitally need: the objects of consumption needed for survival are external to them 
and must be procured from nature. In a brief but absolutely crucial formula he indicated 
that it is the passions that set people in motion to solve this problem: while defining 
humankind as ‘a passionate being’, he asserted that ‘passion is the essential force of 
humanity that energetically strives for its object.’87 Even in humanity’s new incarnation 
as productive force, it remained, then, humanity’s own passions that made them move.

Marx now began systematically to criticize the identification of the passions with passivity. 
In a letter to Feuerbach dated 11 August 1844, he referred to the definition of the passions 
offered by the French utopian socialist, Charles Fourier, as the ‘main impulse [Hauptmobil] of 
nature and society’. Marx regarded the downgrading of the active role of reflection as one- 
sided. But taking ‘critique’ as the ‘only active element in history’, to be opposed to ‘the whole 
of humanity as [. . .] an inert mass’, was no less untenable in his view.88

In his ‘Theses on Feuerbach’, the famous notes likely dating from spring 1845, Marx 
criticized Feuerbach for regarding sensuous reality merely under the angle of 
Anschauung, passive intuition, while leaving the ‘active side’ to be dealt with by idealism. 
This would leave society divided between an active educational elite and the passive 
common people, i.e. the position Marx himself had recently occupied but had now 
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abandoned. In opposing Feuerbach’s tendency towards passive contemplation, Marx 
associated human practice with ‘sensuous activity’. This is essential, for it allows us to 
see that Marx did not merely wish to complement the passive senses with the active spirit, 
but that he recast the senses themselves as an active force.89

Marx’s activist reconceptualization of the human passions resonated with his natural- 
philosophy views. In a fascinating passage in his Paris manuscripts, he observed that ‘self- 
creation’, which he referred to either as Durchsichselbstsein or as Selbsterzeugung, or 
again as spontaneous generation (generatio aequivoca), represented the fundamental 
principle of emergence of both nature and humanity.90

The Holy Family, a co-production with Engels published in February 1845, contains 
a section analysing the contributions to materialism of Bacon, Descartes and several 
other British and French philosophers from the 16th century onwards. Marx and Engels 
regretted that, since Thomas Hobbes, the human spirit had been reduced to a ‘purely 
rational being [Verstandeswesen]’, an abstract entity ‘without flesh [fleischlosen]’ that 
could no longer accommodate the ‘human passion’. Matter, the ‘subject of all changes’, 
had come to be understood in purely mechanical terms.91

Marx and Engels sympathized with views of matter as a creative, i.e. productive force 
moving itself. In their reading, Bacon believed in ‘living, individualising essential forces’ 
inhering in matter.92 In paraphrasing Bacon, Marx and Engels decked out matter with 
certain ‘inborn qualities’ of which movement was the main one, and which, again, Bacon 
traced to passionate qualities such as ‘impulse, vital spirit, vigour, [. . .] agony [Trieb, 
Lebensgeist, Spannkraft, . . . Qual] inhering in matter’.93 Marx and Engels sympathetically 
referred to Descartes, in his capacity as physicist not as philosopher, for endowing matter 
with a ‘self-creating power’, and for representing mechanical movement as the ‘manifes-
tation of the life [Lebensakt]’ of matter.94 Movements of matter were thus being traced to 
living forces and the passions inhering in them. And once again Marx and Engels did not 
hesitate to assert that the human subject and matter manifest the same working princi-
ples: ‘Humanity and nature are subject to the same laws.’95

Historical materialism

In December 1844, the Prussian authorities prevailed upon the French government to 
expel the politically dangerous Karl Marx from the country. In February 1845 Marx left 
Paris and moved to Brussels.

In the 1845–1846 German Ideology fragments,96 he and Engels revisited the idea of 
humanity as a productive force. But they now added a new dimension to it by making 
society’s philosophical life and its ‘social system [Verkehrsform]’ directly dependent on 
the ‘productive forces’: social systems in their view tended to correspond with these 
forces, but, unavoidably, they would be made subject to revolutionary overthrow once 
they become a ‘fetter’ upon their development.97

Marx did not invent the economic model of historical analysis. The idea that 
a society’s legal and political institutions tend to correspond with its mode of subsistence 
had been formulated by Adam Smith and other authors of the Scottish Historical School 
during the 1760s and 1770s.98

To my knowledge, it has not been noted in the literature that some of Schelling’s 
formulations, too, strikingly foreshadowed the Marxian dynamics of productive activity 
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in fetters. In one of his influential works of natural philosophy, Schelling had defined 
nature as ‘productive activity’, ‘productivity’, or ‘productive force [Productionskraft]’. He 
further assumed that the underlying force of productivity would inevitably crash into 
a countervailing, retarding force. In the process, ‘points of inhibition’ or ‘eddies’ will be 
created, which is, again, how Schelling thought material objects and structures emerge. 
Schelling furthermore asserted that the inhibited productive force will always be driven 
by its own dynamic to uproot and destroy such barriers.99

This brings us to the question of whether the new Marx of The German Ideology broke 
with his earlier, ‘passionate’ reading of productive force. Althusser famously argued that 
the text represented a complete break with what Marx had been writing in 1844. Marx 
now supposedly discarded his former humanist philosophy, while replacing the category 
of the subject with that of the productive forces.100

That reading of The German Ideology is very difficult to uphold. To be sure, there is no 
doubt that Marx made humanity’s non-economic pursuits dependent on the develop-
ment of its productive forces, but all the same he continued to cast the productive forces 
as materializations of human subjectivity.

Marx continued to refer to production as humanity’s ‘active life process’ – exactly as in 
the 1844 manuscripts. It was ‘life’ that determined consciousness.101 And when he and 
Engels referred to life, they were referring to living individuals. Production represented 
the process of individuals materially moulding themselves, while enriching and expand-
ing their lives. In their words, production represented a ‘particular form of activity of 
these individuals, a particular way for them to express their life, their particular mode of 
life. As individuals express their life, so they are.’102 More briefly, in production, the 
individuals bring their ‘real-life content’ to expression.103

It was therefore only natural for Marx bluntly to define the productive forces as ‘the 
forces of the individuals’.104 The productive forces represented the ‘mode of self-activity 
[Selbstbethätigung] of the individuals’.105 Briefly, then, Marx regarded productive force as 
the human individual’s self-expression.

Conclusions

The young Karl Marx adhered to an ontology of both nature and humanity as self- 
creative, self-productive, self-organizing processes. He worked under the assumption 
that these processes were, first, being fuelled by certain passionate impulses, 
while, second, in the process, generating consciousness and complex structures.

In his dissertation, as well as in the Paris manuscripts and in the Holy Family, Marx 
pointed to the close parallels between the workings of material nature and human society. 
This not to say, though, that he made humanity directly subject to the laws of nature or 
that he ended up with a deterministic and naturalistic view of history. The philosophical 
position occupied by him has been referred to in other contexts as a ‘correlative 
cosmology’.106 Briefly, Marx assumed that the material and human spheres run in 
parallel and operate in much the same way, though on a different level – not that the 
former determines the latter.

I believe the research presented here allows us to look at the question of determinism 
and human agency in Marx’s work in some new ways. Undeniably, Marx believed that 
material production represented overwhelmingly the most important human pursuit, 
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and that morality, philosophy and politics were conditioned, defined or determined by 
humanity’s productive forces. Marx did importantly narrow human agency to the 
production process, while largely ignoring other drives such as, for example, the sexual 
urge and the will to power.

But this does not at all imply that Marx disregarded human agency. He did not regard 
the development of the productive forces as an autonomous process imposing itself upon 
humanity, but as a creative process driven by humanity’s own mental make-up and 
psychology, in particular by the passionate urge to mould and expand human life and 
strength. Production represented a self-imposed commitment to which people devote 
themselves to give their lives shape and direction.

Marx cast humanity as an unbridled, passionate species with limitless ambitions. That is 
also why he found it self-evident that stagnation of the productive forces eventually must 
trigger revolution: humanity is just too passionately aspiring, too Promethean a being, to 
accept the stagnation of their life force. Passions earlier channelled creatively into expand-
ing productive forces are bound to be rechannelled into the revolutionary destruction of 
a social system that impedes productive growth and human life.107

Apart from the obvious Romanticist connotations, the anthropological hypothesis of 
humanity as a self-determining species driven by passions resonates with other philoso-
phies influential in Marx’s days. Marx was following in the footsteps of Spinoza, the 
philosopher who contributed so significantly to the Romanticist philosophy of nature 
with his concept of natura naturans, nature’s self-causing activity.108 Marx’s anthropolo-
gical hypothesis closely resembled Spinoza’s ‘conatus’, the inclination possessed by all 
things to persevere in their existence.109 His reading of human nature as a longing for 
preservation and expansion might also refer us to Marx’s contemporary, Arthur 
Schopenhauer’s concept of the Wille zum Leben, the ‘will to live’. This German philosopher 
discovered a blind striving towards existence and reproduction at the basis of all things.110

What fundamentally distinguished Marx from these thinkers was his insight that, to 
become real and effective, the will must channel its energies onto production. The 
passion for life is only to be effected through productive force. Without a material 
extension, the human aspiration is powerless, but the passions drive production – not 
the other way around.

Human agency in Marx’s work must not mainly be sought in ‘relatively autonomous’ 
spheres or in the class struggle, but within the productive forces themselves. Whereas these 
forces determine social consciousness and the political sphere, it is the human passions that 
bring them to development in the first place. Even though their work is mainly that of 
a productive force, it is the passions that drive history. Historical materialism in its original, 
1845–1846 formulation was a theory of materialized desire and subjectivity.
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